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1 Introduction 

One of the automatic actions done by many developers in order to avoid ora-01555 error is to 
issue at the beginning of the transaction: 

                   set transaction use rollback segment xxl_rb; 

instructing oracle to use the big rollback segment xxl_rb. 

Unfortunately when their job starts they realise that they are still encountering the ora-01555 
error but occurring on another rollback segment: 
 
snapshot too old: rollback segment number 7 with name "RB_SEG6" too small 

 
Jonathan Lewis in his internet site www.jlcomp.demon.co.uk gives an explanation to this 
several years ago. Thomas Kyte in his famous book Oracle expert one on one particularly in 
Chapter 5 about Redo and Rollback claims that he is not a big fan of this practice particularly 
when it is overused. 
 
What I would like to state here is just continue the explanation using my proper words in 
order to explain this widely used practice. 
 

2 Set Transaction use rollback segment xxl_rb 

When we issue this command at the beginning of the transaction, oracle is implicitly 
instructed to use during the lifecycle of our transaction the xxl_rb rollback segment for its 
delete, insert and update statements.  

However, the set transaction use rollback segment xxl_rb never tells oracle to use this 
rollback segment for select statements. 

Imagine the following situation: I start a transaction by instructing oracle to use the xxl_rb 
rollback segment for its redo/undo information. All my DML operations (Insert, Update, and 
Delete) will be using xxl_rb rollback segment for their undo/redo. At the same time another 
session updates the data my transaction is querying. Undo rollback of these updates will be 
stored in any other rollback segment oracle will find (RB_SEG6, for example).  

If in its process of reconstruction of a read consistent view for my transaction (reconstruct 
the data as it was at the beginning of the query by selecting information stored in the rollback 
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segment), oracle discovers that it is impossible to give back a read consistent data from 
RB_SEG6 due to data updated by the other session, it will raise ORA-01555: snapshot too 
old: rollback segment number 7 with name "RB_SEG6" too small 
 

Hence we do not have to be surprised when we are faced to ora-01555 error encountered at a 
rollback segment different from that we have set via the set transaction use rollback segment. 
I would recommend using this set transaction only in the third or in the fourth place in the 
hierarchy of points to use in order to avoid ora-01555 error. 
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